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 by stu_spivack   

Rice Bowl 

"Bowl of Goodness!"

Gorge on flavors from Thailand at Rice Bowl. The cuisine offered here

stays true to the authentic Thai preparations. Guests can take delight in

their wholesome fares at reasonable rates. They also offer a range of

vegetarian dishes to cater to those with dietary restrictions. So if you

cannot indulge in their meat and poultry preparations, you can enjoy the

same exotic flavor with tofu as a substitute. Rice Bowl provides friends

and family with a casual place where they can enjoy a get-together while

gorging on tantalizing fares.

 +47 22 41 2006  www.ricebowl.no/  adam@ricebowl.no  Youngs Gate 4, Oslo

 by ZoeShuttleworth   

Plah 

"Thai in Oslo"

Thai just got classy! Since opening in 2004, Plah has captured the

interests of foodies and critiques alike, bringing style and traditional Thai

flavors to the high-priced dining scene of Oslo. It's hard to imagine typical

Thai street food being served in a polished setting, but this restaurant

located in the fashionable St.Hanshaugen does it and does it with a flair.

Patrons can choose from the elaborate five and eight dish set menus or

experiment from the no-nonsense Thai street food menu which lists

specialties like Shrimp Chips, Chiang Mai Sausages, Satayspyd of Chicken

and Tom Kah Gai. The outdoor terrace is the perfect spot for a leisurely

dinner for two accompanied with white wine and friendly service. So

reserve ahead to make the most.

 +47 22 56 4300  www.plah.no/  post@plah.no  Hegdehaugsveien 22, Oslo

 by IntangibleArts   

Yaya's - Vika 

"Sunny Thai!"

Enjoy a feel of the tropics in Northern Europe at Yaya's. Recreating a

Thailand's beach ambiance, this restaurant and bar, is beautifully

embellished with oriental artifacts creating an exotic atmosphere. Feast

on a meal of tantalizing Thai cuisine while sipping on delectable

concoctions. They also offer a range of dishes to cater to those with

dietary restrictions: vegetarian, lactose intolerant and gluten-free. With

three locations in Oslo, this outlet is nestled in the Vika area close to Aker

Brygge neighborhood. Take a break from the local Norwegian cuisine and

indulge your palate in some hot, spicy flavors at Yaya's.

 +47 22 83 7110  www.yayas.no/  feedback@yayas.no  Munkedamsv 53B, Vika,

Oslo
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